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Details of Visit:

Author: Goat
Location 2: Cardiff Bay
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 28th November 19.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.angelicacardiff.com

The Premises:

A nice place in the heart of cardiff bay. Modern building with video entry - felt completely safe and
anonymous. 

The Lady:

Well, the photos are very accurate, down to even the tan lines, so they must be fairly recent. She
has a body made for sinning. The one thing you cant see on the web is her face and those huge
green eyes. Angi has very soft skin and is completely shaven. 

The Story:

Long time reader, first time writer. This has been my first punt in 4 months and I've been in this
game a long time now, but Angelica definitely deserves a review. It is so hard to find good fun time
girls in Cardiff, but we did it.

After Angelica buzzed me in, I was greeted at the door with a very warm kiss hello, and led straight
to the bedroom. After dealing with the finances, it was straight to deep kissing, as if we hadnt seen
each other in years. My only critiscm of the encounter, would be there was way too much tongue
action and not enough lip carressing, but as i found out later, that big wet soft tongue comes in very
handy.

Falling onto the bed we undressed each other and had let our hands explore almost everywhere. It
was a very cold evening and I apologised for my hands being so cold, to which she placed them
inside her to warm them up. :-)

Onto BBBJ with a fantastic vies of what she was doing with constant eye contact throughout. After
about 5 mins, on with the raincoat and this is where we had more fun, with sex starting with her on
top followed by mish until I came hard. During those 15 mins she was into DFK, and wrapped her
legs around, moved them onto my shoulders and pulled me deeper inside.

After a short break and some funny chit chat, she started again with that fabulous oral while i played
with her some more and then again this time on with the coat to a reverse cow girl (what an
amazing sight), then into doggy for the next 15/20 mins and other positions. But alas, twice in an
hour for me is hard, and i do commend Angi for trying as she kept me rock solid and bounced hard
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and fast at the end, so much so that she had to turn her portable AC on to cool down.

Unfortunatley, and its my fault, i wish i could have stayed longer. This may sound like a over
glowing report, but having worked the london scene, I havent come across a girl in a long time that I
would visit again. But Angi get my vote. 
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